
Averroes International School 
Uttara Branch 

Class: Grade-I                                                                               Day: 4                                                 Class Teacher: Sarowat  Jahan 
Assalamu alaikum. Where are you my little angel? Did you sleep on time last night? Are you following 

the safety rules properly what you have learnt in your favorite science class? Wait my dear…recite 

Suarah Ikhlas once before you are going to start your lessons. That’s my angel. Now let’s give a dive 

into our lessons… 

Mathematics         
 
You know, a person who is good in Mathematics, 
 he/she can learn everything easily. So for your betterment 
you must practice Maths every day. I can’t hear you. Say 
loudly Yes! 
Now, my dear can you please pick your Maths Mileage 
Book? Thank you… Now open Page:172, Chapter-11 and the 
name of the chapter is Time, your favorite I know. Try to 
solve Page: 174 and 175. Try to memorize the names of the 
months and year. Right now give a quick revision. That’s it…  

 

Science 
 

Now what’s next? Obviously it’s science.  
How about to know something on weather 
 & seasons? Let’s start! First open your Science Voyage 
Book at Page: 106, Chapter-13. Can you read the 
chapter’s name? Well done! You are right.  Weather and 
Seasons. Now read up to Page: 112. After reading try to 
solve the exercises given at the end of this chapter. That’s 
it…good job indeed! 

English Language  
 
Okay okay! Now it’s turn of your most favourite subject and 
that is English Language. Wow!  Your Grammar Gear Book 
already in your grip. That’s great! So open your Grammar 
Gear Book at Page: 68, Chapter-13, Punctuation. Try to read 
and understand Page: 68, 69 & 70 and solve the Exercises:  A 
and C in book. Great work…amazing! 

Fill the color 
 
 
Take one A4 size white paper. Draw a big tree. Are you 
done? So, bring your color pencils and fill the colors in the 
tree as your wish. Now preserve it in your school bag to 
submit, as your school reopens, to your ECA teacher. 

Islamic Studies                 
 
Hey! Do not forget about Islamic Studies Book- part 2. Go 
and bring it my dear. Now open Unit 16, Lesson-1 and 2, 
Page: 14-21. Just all you need to do to is, give a thorough 
revision. That’s it …done….no more learning today! 

Bangla 
 
সবাই ৫০ থেকে ৬০ পর্ যন্ত ক্লাকে বানান শেকেছ।  

এবার ৬১ থেকে ৭০ পর্ যন্ত বানান শেেকব ও শিেকব। শনকের 

অনুেীিন গুকিা অনুেীিন েরকব। 

 

 স্বরশেহ্নকর্াকেেব্দেঠন 

 স্বরশেহ্নকর্াকেবােযেঠন 

 

হাকের শিো বইকে প্রশেশিন ১পৃষ্ঠা েকর হাকের থিো অনুেীিন 

েরকে ভুিকব না শেন্তু! 

Extra- Curricular Activities 
 
 
First what you need to do, select one nasheed to practice 
right now. As you have learned many, pick your favorite one 
among them and sit either with your parents or your siblings 
and practice it with them. 

 
No more lessons today…… 

I know about your demand… 
Okay..deal…. 

But I will keep coming  
In sha Allah… 

 


